Illumination and Inspiration for Introverts Everywhere

Stressed? Distracted? Drained?
Treat Clutter as a Real Suspect
You’re going to chuckle when
you hear what I did immediately before writing this article. Though, if
you’re an introvert like me, your
grin might well be a knowing one.
I cleaned up—in a variety of critical ways that I’m convinced promote success for me and many other
introverts, too.
Let me explain.
I work from home, which means
that I write in my small, downstairs
office or, much more frequently,
upstairs at our kitchen table. The
kitchen, like the rest of our home’s
upper level, has an abundance of
space and natural light.
Unfortunately, it also tends to
have an abundance of dishes and assorted other crap. So when I know
I’m going to be working here, as I
did this morning, I make peace with
the idea that I will have to tidy up a
bit first.
It’s not a choice; for me, it’s a requirement. One I no longer fight.
I used to feel bad about this ritual;
not so much “bad” as silly. After all:
Isn’t cleaning up just a lame procrastination technique, pulled from a
bad movie? (“I don’t feel like work-

ing. Gee, our toilets sure are dirty!
Better get on that!”)
But I actually want to write. I
always do. So the cleaning-up-asprocrastinating theory doesn’t pan
out for me.
What’s really going on, I’ve
learned, involves the genuinely debilitating effects of something we all
deal with in life, but that likely hits
introverts especially hard.
Clutter.

What’s the Harm?
I can’t (yet!) find any scientific
studies to directly back me up in
what I’m about to say. But if you
combine the available evidence with
personal experience as well as longstanding theories about the physiological roots of introversion (and
thus extraversion), it’s not such a
leap to make the case that—at a bare
minimum—you should watch out
for clutter if you’re an introvert.
Put another way: Whenever
you’re feeling overly distracted or
stressed or drained—or all three and
more—you would be wise to examContinued on page 7
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TIPS, TRICKS, AND TOOLS
CONCENTRATING ON WORK

Random Passwords Create
“Friction” That Protects Focus
Writer John Zeratsky refers to it
as “a magical portal to the infinite
possibilities of the Internet.”
He’s talking about the seemingly
innocuous address bar of your computer’s web browser. But in his recent Art of Manliness website article
entitled “Feel Busy and Distracted?
Here’s How to Take Control,” he
comes right out and calls that bar exactly what it is: a constant threat to
your ability to maintain focus.
Fortunately, Zeratsky says, you
can fight the threat with a bit of cleverness that is “simple but not easy.”
Zeratsky’s solution: Intentionally
upset your defaults. Log out of the
websites that distract you the most
and change your passwords to those
sites so that they are “random and
impossible to remember.”
Then top it all off by removing
any bookmarks and shortcuts to
those sites from your browser.
“Let’s say I semi-unconsciously
‘decide’ to check Twitter. (This happens multiple times a day.)” writes

Zeratsky, co-author of the 2018 book
Make Time: How to Focus on What
Matters Every Day.
“Because I no longer have a link
in my bookmark bar, I have to type
in ‘Twitter.com.’ But when I hit return and the login screen appears instead of the feed, I’m reminded to
pause and consider what I’m doing:
Am I checking Twitter on purpose,
or by default? Do I have something
to do—like see if anyone posted a
question about my book—or am I

just looking for a break?”
Zeratsky acknowledges that the
answers to his own questions aren’t
always obvious, and that he still
makes poor decisions at times.
But “the friction introduced by
having to stop, consider, grab the
password, copy, paste, and sign in
does me good,” he stresses.
“It forces me to make a decision
about how I’m spending my time,
instead of mindlessly reacting to
defaults.”

Rose, author of The Creative Introvert:
How to Build a Business You Love (on
Your Terms!).
Specifically, she says, consider the
potential energy price of maintaining
the status quo.
“[W]hat is the energy cost of your
staying in your current situation or
working on a particular project?” she
asks.

“If this is a shitty client, you may
feel like leaving them is going to cost
you in cash. But what if staying
means it will cost you even more by
losing out on a bigger, better client?”
“Or,” Rose then stresses, “what
will it cost you in energy (which
my day job ultimately cost me in
years)?”
Good question. Don’t overlook it.

STAYING ENERGIZED

What Is the Energy Cost of
Maintaining the Status Quo?
Whenever you’re in a spot in your
professional life where you’re considering quitting—maybe you’re
thinking about leaving your job, for
example, or dropping a business
client—it’s helpful to think beyond
money and time issues, especially if
you’re an introvert, advises Cat
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NETWORKING STRATEGIES

Business Card Notes Will Free
Up Your Brain to Really Listen
Sometimes your introvert brain
can be a little too vocal for its own
good—especially when you’re under
energy-draining stress.
For example: You’re introduced
to someone new at a business event
and, seconds later, poof: the person’s
name has vanished from memory.
That used to happen often to
Kirsten Patterson, CEO of the Institute of Directors in New Zealand.
Patterson says she’s “really bad at
remembering names, even immedi-

ately after being introduced.” In a
recent M2Woman article (“Networking Tips for Introverts”), she offers
an intriguing theory as to why.
“I suspect it’s because, while people are introducing themselves, the
little voice in my head is speaking really loudly and saying, ‘Don’t forget
their name, don’t forget their
name!’” Patterson writes.
“And consequently the little voice
drowns out the very thing I was listening for.”
I can relate. I can also relate to
the inevitable fallout: As you spend

the next minute or two racking your
brain to come up with the person’s
name, you half miss what the person
is saying to you.
What to do? Patterson has an answer that is part prevention, part intervention.
She now goes into networking situations knowing she’ll write notes to
herself on the backs of people’s business cards: “an action for follow-up
to remind me, a context point,
where we met, or something they
were interested in so I can send a
note,” she stresses.

dom I’ve followed to the letter twice
in the last few months.
In December, I was asked to deliver an hourlong presentation on
introverts and introversion to a community agency in my area. I did the
whole thing—twice—beforehand in
my living room, with our three cats
and some of my daughter’s stuffed
animals serving as my audience.
This past week, meanwhile, I auditioned to give a talk at the upcoming TEDx Fargo event in my area in

July. I had 90 seconds to make my
case, and by the time I got to the real
thing, I had delivered the spiel 30
times or more—on our patio, in my
car, and for my wife and kids.
“As with almost everything else
in life, the more you do it, the better
you get, and your anxiety is replaced
by excitement,” Magbujos says.
Practice, in other words, not only
makes perfect. For introverts especially, practice makes poised and
composed, too.

PRESENTATION TIPS

Rehearse—for Real—to Get
Comfortable with Presenting
By choice or by necessity, you’ll
be called upon from time to time to
make a group presentation. Maybe
you’ll be asked to give a talk in the
community, or lead a key meeting at
work, or perhaps read a lesson during a religious service.
Mark Twain once noted that there
are two kinds of speakers: “those
who are nervous and those who are
liars.” So you’re bound to be a little
anxious before your talk.
But there’s a simple way to help
yourself, one that’s far too easy to
pooh-pooh or overlook: Rehearse.
Not just in your head, but for real.
“[P]ublic speaking is a skill, and
skills can be developed,” says introvert Bianca Magbujos, in her recent
article on The Ascent website entitled
“How I Hacked Public Speaking as
an Introvert.”
So “rehearse and repeat,” Magbujos stresses. “Prepare for your talk
by talking. Do what you fear and
do it a lot.”
It’s superb advice—and it’s wis-
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IT’S AN INTROVERT’S LIFE
If You’re an Introvert, You Can
Bet That Limits Will Liberate You
By Peter Vogt
Shortly after The Cat in the Hat
came out in 1957, Theodor Geisel’s
publisher at Random House, Bennett Cerf, came up with a seemingly
foolproof way to lift 50 bucks out of
the pocket of his old friend Ted—
whom the rest of us know, of course,
as the inimitable Dr. Seuss.
Geisel had struggled to complete
The Cat in the Hat. He’d been asked
to write the book by another publishing executive, William Spaulding of
Houghton Mifflin, who’d wanted
Geisel to create “a book children
can’t put down”—i.e., the antithesis
of the deadly Dick and Jane (and
Sally … and Spot … and Puff) books
that were widely in use at the time.
But there was a catch to the Cat in
the Hat assignment: Geisel was limited to a list of 225 approved words
for book, words that would be familiar to young readers and therefore
easy for them to say and understand.
It took him a year and a half, but
Geisel eventually succeeded (which,
of course, is a colossal understatement) in finishing The Cat in the Hat.
But—but!—the book relied on 237
unique words, not 225.
So Cerf, over at Random House,
thought he’d wring some easy money out of those extra dozen words
and the blood and sweat that had led
to them.
He bet Geisel $50 (a little over
$450 in today’s money, so not exactly chump change) that Geisel
couldn’t write an articulate, enter-
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taining children’s story using only
50 unique words.
Months later, Cerf sat in his office
dazed and shaking his head as Geisel
triumphantly read to him the text
of … Green Eggs and Ham—which
clocks in at exactly 50 unique words.
(If you’re anything like me, you
just have to know what they are.
Here you go: a, am, and, anywhere,
are, be, boat, box, car, could, dark, do,
eat, eggs, fox, goat, good, green, ham,
here, house, I, if, in, let, like, may, me,
mouse, not, on, or, rain, Sam, say, see,
so, thank, that, the, them, there, they,
train, tree, try, will, with, would, you.)
I don’t know whether Dr. Seuss
considered himself an introvert,
though I have my suspicions based
on things I’ve read about him. What
I can tell you, though—with great
certainty coming from my own introverted perspective—is that the creative spark Geisel harnessed to write
Green Eggs and Ham can be summed
up in a brief and powerful, yet completely counterintuitive statement.
Limits liberate.
If you’re an introvert especially,
with thoughts and ideas and feelings
constantly swimming around as possibilities in that head of yours, rest
assured: limits liberate.
Let’s say, just for the sake of a
completely random and not at all
personal example, that you’re an
introvert and you want to write
about introversion, consistently, on
a schedule and in a format that people will actually read because it
doesn’t overwhelm them.

Limit yourself to eight standard
pages, write the blissfully finite content each month (instead of letting it
languish in your brain), and call it
Introvert Insights when you’re done.
Do you yourself want to write a
novel? Don’t think about writing it—
all of it, that is—today. Tell yourself
instead that you’re going to write
500 words, or fill one page.
Want to build something out of
the scrap metal in your garage so
that you can try selling stuff on
Etsy? Pick 10 pieces at random and
see what you can do with only them.
I get it: Here in the United States
especially, we don’t like limits. That
distaste, that fear, is often justified.
But when it comes to introverts
and creative pursuits of all kinds,
limits take you beyond your limits.
Through the years, Theodor
Geisel liked to joke that Bennett
Cerf had never actually paid off on
his bet. Yet the grateful Geisel never
demanded to collect.
Maybe that’s because he knew,
deep down, how the story should really end.
He should have paid Cerf.
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Introverts.
Explained.

Accurately.
That’s the radically simple idea
behind The Introvert Manifesto:
Introverts Illuminated, Extraverts
Enlightened, by Peter Vogt, editor
and publisher of Introvert Insights.

Read extensive excerpts and order your paperback copy now at:

IntrovertManifesto.com
Also available on Amazon

PRACTICAL RESEARCH
Fear of “Negative Evaluation”
May Spark Social Successes
As an introvert, you’ve probably
gone into a social situation (or avoided one!) thinking you’d feel worse
afterward: less happy, more tired.
You may even have believed that
you wouldn’t do all that well at the
event in terms of how other attendees would view your social skills.
You ought to closely examine assumptions like these for their accuracy, according to a recent study in the
journal PLoS One.
The study involved about 150 college students who, in small groups
and unbeknownst to them going into
the study, were given 20 minutes to
interact freely with several other
study participants they didn’t know.
The participants were assessed on
their levels of extraversion (and
therefore introversion) before arriv-

ing at the study lab. Then, once at
the lab, the participants were assessed on how they were feeling
(happy vs. unhappy, exhausted vs.
energized), their cognitive capacity
(as measured by an online test), and
how they thought they would feel
after interacting with the other people in their group.
After the group interactions were
over, the participants were reassessed on how they were feeling
and on their cognitive capacity.
They were also rated, by their partners, on their social skillfulness, and
they were asked about their fears of
negative evaluations as well.
One of the key findings of the
study: Most of the introverts reported feeling better immediately after
the social interactions, though the effect was more pronounced among
the most extraverted participants.

Moreover—and “paradoxically,”
according to the study’s authors, led
by Korrina Duffy of Duke University (NC)—the introverts who thought
they’d be perceived negatively by
their conversation partners actually
ended up being rated as more socially skillful than the introverts who
had fewer such worries going in.
“Therefore,” the researchers conclude, “among those who approach
interaction opportunities less frequently or with less enthusiasm, it
seems that fear of negative evaluation may act as a motivator that
leads to success rather than [a] selfdefeating trait that leads to failure.”
Source: “Pessimistic Expectations and Poorer Experiences: The
Role of (Low) Extraversion in Anticipated and Experienced Enjoyment
of Social Interaction,” PLoS ONE, 13
(7) (July 5, 2018).

REFLECTIVE READS
Be Yourself, and Play to Your
Strengths, in Your Networking
What is it about the concept of—
even the mere word—networking that
so often gives introverts the heebiejeebies?
I think it boils down to perceived
disingenuousness.
Networking is all about “using”
people, and only when you need
them, the typical introvert’s thinking
goes. And you have to be an extravert to network (or at least network well) in the first place.
But author Karen Wickre has
some liberating news for introverts
in her refreshingly strengths-based
March 2019

book Taking the Work Out of Networking: An Introvert’s Guide to Making
Connections That Count.
“You don’t have to change who
you are or concoct a phony-feeling
persona to meet people easily,” says
Wickre, an introvert herself who has

perfected a host of introvert-friendly
strategies to build an extensive network. She shares those strategies in
the book, illustrating them with
practical, real-world examples.
The spirit of mutual benefit that
Wickre infuses into the book will especially resonate with you if you’re
an introvert.
No, Wickre argues, networking
isn’t all about receiving; it’s about
giving, too.
Indeed, she stresses, “If you treat
your contacts as a kind of personal
ATM for frequent withdrawals,
you’ll quickly be disappointed, not
to mention overdrawn.”
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Continued from page 1
ine and then do something about the
various forms of clutter in your life.
Let’s look briefly at what we
strongly suspect and what we actually know about the crossroads of introversion and clutter.
Back in the 1960s, psychologist
Hans Eysenck theorized that, perhaps counterintuitively, introverts
have a higher baseline level of
arousal than do extraverts. This
seems to explain why we introverts
tend to be easily overcooked in, for
example, social situations or stimulating environments; we’ve started
with a higher level of arousal to begin with compared to our extraverted counterparts.
Other work has shown that introverts have a less-active response system than do extraverts when it
comes to the neurotransmitter
dopamine, a chemical our brain offers
up when it senses that some sort of
external reward is at hand (or has
already arrived).
Thus, the typical introvert who
is surrounded by a bunch of stuff—
when he’s trying to write at his
kitchen table, just to cite a random
example!—won’t necessarily see the
stuff as attractive or particularly
helpful.
In fact—and this is where more
recent research comes in—we introverts might experience such visual
clutter as harmful, even if we’re not
aware of what’s happening to us in
the moment.
Why? Because clutter has been repeatedly shown to increase levels of
the stress hormone cortisol in the
bodies of introverts and extraverts
alike.
So what does it all add up to?
Well, if you’re an introvert, you’re
apt to be more aroused than your extraverted counterparts right out of
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the gate, even in a clutter-free zone.
Add the clutter, then, and not only
are you at risk for runaway arousal,
you’re also at risk for experiencing
untenable levels of cortisol to boot.
And you may not even be conscious of any of it as it’s happening.
That’s why it’s so important for
you to at least consider the possibility that clutter—and not just visual
clutter—is having a negative impact
on your well-being.

Clutter: Where to Look
Leadership speaker and mindset
expert Tricia Molloy suggests that
we look for, and address, three distinct types of clutter in our lives:
Physical clutter. Perhaps the
most obvious source of clutter, this
is the literal mess you can see all
around you—especially if, like me,
you have kids.
Technical clutter. What does
your computer’s desktop look like
right now? How many unread
emails do you have in your in-box?
Is your cell phone constantly pinging
with notifications from various
social media outlets? If you think
you have information overload, you
likely do.
Emotional clutter. Maybe your
to-do list is a mile long and never

shortens. Maybe you had a fight last
night with your spouse and you’re
feeling less than resolved about it all.
Or maybe you’ve got a toxic person
or two in your life who need to better respect your boundaries, or who
need to go completely.
It’s impossible, of course, to eliminate all clutter from your life. But if
you take it as the potentially serious
threat to your health that it is, you’ll
find that you can do quite a lot to
tame it, even with seemingly small
adjustments.
So, what did I do before writing
this article?
As I said: I cleaned up. But with
all three of Molloy’s areas in mind.
I washed and dried the morning
dishes, standing right next to the
dishwasher as I did so. Why? Because the dishwasher was (and still
is) filled with last night’s dishes,
which can wait. Out of sight really is
out of mind.
I then took a walk around the
block to get a bit of fresh air and
clear my head.
And finally, I closed my email
program, closed my web browser,
disabled my wireless connection, put
my cell phone in the other room,
and … began to write.
Without a fight.
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“As history has proven (time and time again), introverts have the
ability to be wildly effective influencers when they’re dialed into
their strengths.”
~ Hannah Szabo

“It’s OK to sit back and listen. It’s OK to take things in and just
be. Sometimes that is when the clarity comes. That is when you
can best see what the results should look like.”
~ T Gamache

“[W]e have to schedule time for reflection into our lives. … You
have to sit and be uncomfortable and go deep. That’s hard, but
that’s where the good stuff is.”
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by Introvert Insights, LLC, 1036 38th
Street South, Moorhead, MN 56560.
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~ Manoush Zomorodi

“[R]emember that you don’t have to try to be like others,
introvert or extrovert—there’s no one ‘correct’ personality. You
are unique and whole, just as you are.”
~ Moshe Forman
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